Work Package 2, Task 3:
Identified risks and bottlenecks to antibiotics innovation
Introduction
This document is first and foremost a deliverable to Task 7, whose team requested a list of risks
and bottlenecks that could be transformed into a set of criteria to evaluate and assess different
proposed reward models and other incentives and solutions. This output is based upon a literature
review, stakeholder interviews, and input from multiple WP2 team members. The list will also be
transformed by the Task 11 team into a narrative to set the stage for the final DRIVE-AB
recommendations.
A bottleneck is a situation in which the process of bringing a candidate drug further down the
R&D pipeline is delayed or stopped by non-scientific factors. Risks are uncertain circumstances
that can lead to a bottleneck or to a no-go decision. The consistency of these definitions can be
open to discussion; for instance, the first definition paradoxically implies that, by the definition
itself, there is no such thing as a scientific bottleneck. Yet, they have been helpful in identifying
and searching for risks and bottlenecks. However, we do not really see the need for placing too
much emphasis on distinguishing between risks and bottlenecks in the following, so below they
are treated as one single category or phenomenon, sometimes abbreviated as R&B.
Both conservation and global access are key features of any global response to antibiotic
resistance (ABR). They are not barriers to be removed, but essential design features of the global
response to ABR. For our purposes in WP2, they increase expenses or decrease revenues and
therefore impact profitability. So any innovation solutions must be even more robust (addressing
financial challenges for both manufacturers and purchasers) in order to overcome the drag from
these essential initiatives. Therefore, we included a section on access issues in the list below.

Methodology
The list of risks and bottlenecks below is a result of a process consisting of the following stages:
1. Olof and Carl prepared two documents: ‘Drive AB Task 3 Literature Review’ and ‘Drive
AB Task 3 Review of Additional Literature’ (see details of literature review below).
2. Kellie prepared a list of R&B based on the literature survey, included as Appendix 2 in
this document. The appendix also contains comments from Nicole and Kevin.
3. Jens prepared a revised list, to which Nicole, Ka and Ross added comments and content.
That version was presented at the Task 3 team meeting 12 August.
4. The Task 3 team meeting resolved that a revised list (i.e. more granular, based on ‘root’
causes) be presented to the entire WP2 team prior to a designated teleconference.
Additional input from the Task 3 team was requested, but none received as of 28 August.
5. Jens selected relevant R&Bs from the preceding documents and compiled a new, detailed
draft list.
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6. Jens uploaded the Task 3.5 interview transcripts and the interview summaries1 submitted
from Tasks 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.7 into the Nvivo qualitative data analysis software, coded
the material, and determined the level of support for each R&B from the different
stakeholder groups. New R&Bs were added to the list as appropriate.
7. Similarly, Jens then uploaded the two literature review reports (see activity 1 above) into
the Nvivo software, coded the material, and determined the level of support for each R&B
in the reviewed literature. New R&Bs were added to the list as appropriate.
8. The list of R&B was continuously revised in parallel with activities 6 and 7, and
subsequently critically reviewed against the points made in previous discussions.
9. Ross quality controlled the entire process, by reviewing the interview transcripts (where
available for review), the interview summaries, the Nvivo coding (by reviewing an
extracted report document), and the present draft list of risks and bottlenecks (see separate
document).
10. A revised draft list was circulated to the entire WP2 team.
11. The draft was discussed in teleconferences on September 8 and September 11, and based
on that feedback, as well as emails from some participants, Ross, Rik and Jens finalized
the list.
The details of the methodology of the literature survey are as follows: The aim was to provide a
comprehensive account of bottlenecks and risks in AB development as discussed in the reviewed
literature. The review was fulfilled by means of a ‘review of reviews’ based on key literature as
contributed by the wider WP2 Team as well as by experts such as John Rex, Adrian Towse,
Donald Light and James Love. After the relevant articles were identified, they were abstracted by
two Team 3 members. The review summarized bottlenecks and risks by the established
categories of:
1. Financial Bottlenecks & Risks,
2. Regulatory Bottlenecks & Risks,
3. Scientific Bottlenecks & Risks,
4. Other Bottlenecks & Risks.
The review refrained from analyzing or categorizing the findings further but instead present,
point by point, lists of bottlenecks and risks drawn straight from literature.

Task 3 Team
Carl Anderson, Enrico Baraldi, Francesco Ciabuschi, Jens Eklinder, David Findlay, Peter
Hallerbäck, Cornelia Körber, Cecilia Kållberg, Ross Leach, Olof Lindahl, Ka Lum, Nicole
Mahoney, Steve McKeever, Chantal Morel, Kevin Outterson, Rik Rankin, John-Arne Røttingen,
and Christine Årdal
Leads: Jens Plahte and Kellie Ryan
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See separate fortcoming document on economic models and business models for the interview survey
methodology.
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Preliminary output to Task 4
A preliminary assessment concluded that the following tentative list of risk and bottlenecks
categories should be submitted to the Task 4 Team:
1. Insufficient general scientific or methodological progress in the field
2. High R&D costs for developers, and lack of R&D funding
3. Low revenues from antibiotics
4. High levels of risk and uncertainty
5. Regulatory issues

About the list of risks and bottlenecks
We distinguish between ‘root’ and ‘secondary’ causes, with a high degree of granularity.
‘Secondary’ means that the point is an effect of one or several ‘root’ causes (or of causes not
mentioned in the list). It does not imply that the points in question are secondary in importance.
The high level of granularity has resulted in some overlap and potentially some redundancies
between the different points. We included risks and bottlenecks that are not unique to antibiotics.
We also developed a metric for indicating the level of support for each R&B point made. Please
see the following table.
Table 4. Legend for metric applied in list of risks and bottlenecks
Legend, Survey column (i.e. interview surveys, Tasks 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7)


Risk/bottleneck has not been mentioned



Risk/bottleneck has been identified by one or more individuals in one stakeholder group*



Risk/bottleneck has been identified by one or more individuals in more than one stakeholder
group*



Legend, Literature column (i.e. the literature survey, included as Appendices 4 and 5)

 Risk/bottleneck has not been mentioned
 Risk/bottleneck has been identified in one paper/reference
 Risk/bottleneck has been identified in two or more papers/references
*Stakeholder groups for the Survey category are Academic researchers, SMEs, EFPIA members, Venture
capitalists, and Philanthropists.

We have not identified authors from the literature review as belonging to specific stakeholders.
There may be literature survey authors also ‘doubling’ as survey interviewees.
The choice of criteria for ‘half moon’ symbols and ‘full moon’ symbols may seem somewhat
arbitrary, but they turned out to be easily operationalizable for analyzing the material in the
Nvivo software. We believe these symbols provide an appropriate indication of the extent to
which each point has been expressed in surveys and in literature. We would like to caution that
the symbols are just indications. For instance, the fact that a specific point has been raised in
scientific literature does not imply that it should be taken as a scientific fact, and vice versa, the
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‘new moon’ symbol in the literature column does not rule out the possibility that the point in
question has been scientifically corroborated in papers that escaped our limited literature review.
Moreover, there is the caveat that in many cases it is a matter of interpretation and inference to
determine whether a specific point made in the list is supported by a specific statement found in
literature or in the survey material. At any rate, it will be up to the Task 7 and Task 11 teams to
further process these points as suitable for their respective purposes.
Several points have been added by the WP2 team members while circulating and discussing
previous drafts of this document. Whenever any of these points have not been corroborated in the
interview survey or the literature review, two ‘new moons’ have been applied.
The identified risks and bottlenecks fall into any of the following six categories:
1. Lack of general scientific or methodological progress in the field, and technical
challenges
2. Industry structure issues
3. High R&D costs to the developer and lack of financing for R&D
4. Low revenues accruing to antibiotics developers, and market risks
5. Regulatory and legal issues
6. Access issues

The risks and bottlenecks list
1. Lack of general scientific or methodological progress in the field, and technical
challenges
Root causes

Literature

Survey

Technical issues





Technical challenges are becoming increasingly more demanding (the low
hanging fruits have been taken).





It is difficult to identify new compounds via both traditional and newer
(such as genomics, etc.) discovery methods. Moreover, the modern
“rational” linear drug development approach (for instance high throughput
screening and single targets) might not be superior to the “older” empirical
“chance” discovery approach.





In antibiotics there is increased attrition rates, specifically the challenge of
optimizing leads to development candidates is greater, given that
antibacterials require higher blood levels than almost all other medicines.
I.e. dose must be toxic to bacteria but not the host.
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Root causes

Literature

Survey

Current chemical libraries are inadequate for antibiotic discovery.
Specifically, there is a lack of platforms for extracting natural products from
uncultureable microbes. Libraries are also poor in understanding of the
necessary physicochemical requirements for entry into bacteria and
prevention of efflux (active expulsion) from bacterial cells. While many
antibiotics were discovered through the screening of natural product
compound libraries, few new drugs have been identified in recent screens
of synthetic chemical libraries. Synthetic compound collections held by
firms and most proprietary compound vendors might not represent the
range of compound types that might be explored to yield new classes of
antibiotics.





There appear to be multiple resistance mechanisms that work
simultaneously, and it is challenging to develop a drug that targets all the
mechanisms.





Efflux pumps (and biofilms) in bacteria are poorly understood and difficult
to overcome although they are the an important aspect of successful
antibacterial development.





It is difficult to find molecules that will affect Gram-negative bacteria due to
the difficulties in penetrating their outer membrane.





Safety and adverse event risks are high as antibiotics interact with both the
host and the bacteria, and many off-target effects (i.e. effects on the host)
escape discovery in vitro, and are only discovered in vivo in clinical trials.





There is a clinical need for broad-spectrum drugs that could be used for
empiric treatment (i.e. treatment prior to lab results that indicate the
specific pathogen that causes illness). Such drugs have to be effective
against a broad range of different pathogens, and there is a limited number
of targets that are present in many species of bacteria.





There is a lack of access to good quality resistance data.





Various factors inhibit sharing of failures and potentially lead to duplication
of efforts. Such factors include lack of time and support for curating
information on failed projects into a useful format, lack of avenues for
publishing data on failed projects, lack of access to old data as personnel
retire or leave companies, difficulty in formatting raw scientific data so that
it is useful. In some cases, data may not be shared because of continuing
work on similar drug candidates and the need to protect against
competition.
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Root causes

Literature

Survey

Methodological issues





Appropriate animal models are lacking.





Diagnostics are lacking. Rapid diagnostics would facilitate recruitment to
clinical trials and improve clinical practice.





There is a lack of incentives (i.e. financing) to create platforms to track and
forecast resistance patterns. Therefore resistance potential is insufficiently
addressed in antibiotics discovery and development methodology. Such a
platform would respond in a coordinated way to the uncertainty inherent in
the unpredictable rate of resistance progression. The response needs to
take place in advance of resistance reaching crisis.





Clinical trials issues





There is a lack of established clinical trial networks and infrastructure in
areas of greatest resistance which makes site recruitment and retention
more difficult and expensive. This is in a way a vicious circle: the limited
number of new antibiotics over many years also means that there are few
sites with antibiotics trial experience.





Declining investigator and patient participation rates makes later stage
antibiotics development more demanding.





In clinical trials of severe infections, it is challenging to demonstrate benefit
specifically attributable to the antibiotic given many co-morbidities in
population with highest unmet need. (This is also true for many drugs other
than antibiotics.)





2. Industry structure issues
Root causes

Literature

Survey

Academic studies are not necessarily conducted under conditions required for
regulatory compliance or industrial application.





Academic researchers’ incentives to publish can run counter to industry
desires to preserve and protect IP.
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Root causes

Literature

Survey

Single-drug companies tend to pursue lower-value drug candidates than
companies based on a discovery platform. A narrow range of project increases
risk.





There is a knowledge gap, and there are also lack of shared objectives,
between pharmaceutical companies and venture capitalists on the one hand
and the academic research community on the other. The former are unaware
of what is going on in research, and the academic researchers are unaware of
which products have the greatest commercial potential.





From an SME point of view, Venture Capitalists display certain behavior that
creates challenges for SMEs:
- VCs have limited expertise of the antibiotic field to be able to identify the
true potential of an antibiotic venture
- VCs demand business models with short-term returns which are unfeasible
for SMEs working on antibiotics
- there is a communication and goal mismatch between VCs and antibiotic
SMEs, with the former focusing exclusively on financial returns and the latter
focusing to a large extent also on medical needs rather than financial forecasts
and performance
- risk aversion and limited expertise of VCs seem to induce a particular herd
behavior whereby VCs invest in a particular area only after some other VCs has
already done it.



Secondary causes

Literature
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Survey

It is difficult for SMEs to find partners for late-stage clinical trials due to
unpredictable commercial returns for investors.





Industry consolidation has resulted in a major decrease in the hunt for novel
antibiotic agents





Industry has reduced R&D efforts in antibiotics.





Lack of robust investment in the antibiotics development space over the past 15
years and exit of many pharmaceutical companies from this space, has resulted in
deterioration of the development infrastructure and declining number of experts
across basic research, clinical microbiology, and among infectious disease
physicians.





Secondary causes

Literature

Survey

Single-drug companies tend to pursue lower-value drug candidates than
companies based on a discovery platform. A narrow range of project increases
risk.





The limited number of big pharma from the antibiotics field means few potential
exit partners for SMEs, which in turn diminished bargaining power for SMEs.





3. Challenges in antibiotics R&D financing
Root causes

Literature

Survey

There is a funding gap for optimization and toxicity studies and other early stage
activities. It is too applied for science funders and too ‘basic’ for venture
capitalists.





Clinical Research Organization fees are costly to SMEs, and clinical trials are costly
as such, in particular for narrow-spectrum products.





There is a high barrier of entry for companies wishing to enter the antibiotics field,
due to large initial costs of building up the internal competencies and equipment.





Secondary causes

Literature

Survey

Higher predictability and profitability of treatments for other diseases, as well as
high R&D costs for antibiotics, create high opportunity costs, i.e. it becomes
difficult to prioritize antibiotics R&D.





Low valuation makes it difficult to attract investors to SMEs at early stages, when
uncertainty of regulatory approval is very high.





Low revenues increase the sensitivity to cost of antibiotics R&D.





Various regulatory issues increase costs, unpredictablity, and risk (see Section 5).





4. Low revenues accruing to antibiotics developers, and market risks
Root causes
Antibiotics prices do not reflect their life-saving potential and societal value.
For instance, antibiotics are generally priced at a lower level than treatments in

Literature

Survey
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other therapeutic areas or for other infectious diseases, such as the recently
launched drugs against hepatitis C infection. No premium is placed on having
new products as “insurance” against resistance. For example, the fact that
resistant N. gonorrhea clones are present 1% of the cases indicates that a
serious resistance problem is imminent. Nevertheless, it is not until the
resistance rate passes the 2% threshold that it becomes a public health priority,
which would then improve the commercial potential for a targeted antibiotic.
Although the antibiotics market as such is big, it is fragmented into multiple
segmented markets. Thus, the markets for each of the different drugs can be
comparatively small.





Competition from generics keeps prices low and limits market size.





Stewardship properly limits uptake of new antibiotics, especially the most
clinically valuable drugs, but this leads to lower revenue and decreased
attractiveness to pharmaceutical companies. For instance, new therapies are
relegated to later line of therapy leading to lower sales in the early years of
launch.





Budget constraint in the hospital setting related to the use of DRG (DiagnosisRelated Group), fixed hospital pharmacy budget, and challenges in obtaining
central funding encourage use of the cheapest drug and limit hospitals in
adopting use of new and more expensive antibiotics. Such bundled payment
arrangements imply that the hospital is reimbursed at a rate determined by the
diagnosis and not actual cost of treating the patient.

Secondary causes
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Literature

Survey

It is difficult to command premium prices as non-inferiority studies (comparing
to generics) are the predominant regulatory pathway. Because superiority is not
demonstrated, reimbursement authorities often use generics as comparators for
reference prices.





SMEs have limited options for exit due to the small number of pharma
companies in the antibiotics field. This also weakens their bargaining power in
acquisition negotiations.





Secondary causes

Literature

Survey

The lack of real-world evidence increases the risk of lower price or limited uptake
by the hospitals. Hospitals demand that the benefits of a new antibiotic
demonstrated in clinical trials are replicated in real world setting, due to the
difference between clinical trial population and real life hospital population (e.g.
in clinical trials patients receive new antibiotic treatment within 96 hours, while
in real-life patients may receive new antibiotic treatment beyond 96 hours). It is
difficult to show real-world evidence that a new antibiotic is superior to existing
antibiotic in treating resistant bacteria, due to lack of rapid diagnostics and
stewardship.





It is challenging to recruit patients with resistant infections in clinical trials due to
low number of patients and lack of available rapid diagnostics, which means it is
unlikely sufficient numbers will be included in the studies to demonstrate
statistical superior outcomes. In turn, this results in lack of evidence to support
reimbursement.





Targeting a specific resistance mechanism reduces market size, and currently
reimbursement and pricing authorities do not properly value such a targeted
approach.





It is difficult to forecast market size for novel/pathogen-specific drugs due to
unpredictable resistance trends and uncertainty in clinical adoption.





Literature

Survey

There are very few regulatory agencies outside EU and US who have integrated
the concept of streamlined development in their guidelines, i.e. there is a lack of
regulatory harmonization globally.





Antibiotic trial designs are often non-inferiority with the active comparator being
the current standard of care. This does not demonstrate clinical superiority to
generic antibiotics and subsequent economic benefits. Lack of clear clinical
differentiation leads to greater reimbursement risk.





There are no clear guidelines for some indications including bacteremia,
endocarditis, and bone and joint infections.





The regulatory pathway for pathogen-specific drugs is unclear. It is not clear how
to implement clinical trials by pathogen for pathogen specific drugs. This adds
considerable risk to developers of these approaches.





5. Regulatory and legal issues
Root causes
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There are missing guidelines for conducting clinical trials in resistant patients.





There are missing guidelines for some products, such as preventative, nonbactericidal, and other ‘breakthrough’ technologies.





Under the current guidelines, the developer has to study the effect of the drug
on each site of infection separately, i.e. for an antibiotic drug candidate it is
required to demonstrate its effect on infections in different organs or body parts
(e.g. urinary tract infection and blood stream infection). For pathogen-specific
antibiotics (e.g. antibiotic that covers only acinetobacter), this requirement
makes clinical trials long and difficult to enroll since the antibiotic only covers a
small subset of infections.





Some guidelines are not feasible or pragmatic (for example: FDA’s guidance on
HAP/VAP (Hospital/Ventilator Associated Pneumonia ) requires that mortality is
the primary outcome endpoint. Commonly, these indications occur in very sick
patients, and in many cases the patient dies despite having cleared the
infection).





The labelling of a drug influences physicians’ and payers’ perception of the
superiority of an antibiotic. While there has been significant progress over the
past couple of years in US and EU to streamline development of antibiotics for
unmet needs, there is a lack of clear regulatory guidelines on how to design
clinical trials in a pragmatic way (e.g. required number of patients with resistant
infections, which could be rare and difficult to recruit) to ensure appropriate
labelling of superiority in treating resistant infections. Specifically, lack of
superiority claim in the label increases the hurdle for favorable assessment by
payers.





High patent costs is a burden for SMEs
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6. Access issues
Root causes

Literature*

Survey

There are differing standards of care between countries.





Restrictions on hospital formulary across countries restrict access to novel
antibiotics. High priced agents will face restrictions to limit overall budget
impact and lead to reduced access or potentially no access for patients.





There are weak health systems in low and lower middle income countries
(LICs/LMICs), which impedes uniform access across all population groups and
regions.





Root causes

Literature*

Survey

There is a general lack of public investment in health systems in many LICs
and some LMICs, and high competition for existing investment, such as cofinancing commitments for vaccines, HIV/TB/Malaria drugs.





There are weak or nonexistent regulatory systems in low and lower middle
income countries.





There is a lack of procurement capabilities in low and lower middle income
countries.





Access is often driven by donor funding of initiatives. Funding in this area is
typically “short-term”, i.e. 3-5 years, which can make markets unpredictable
from a pharmaceutical R&D perspective.





Uncontrolled over-the-counter access to antibiotics and even advanced
antibiotics (cephalosporins) without prescription drives resistance.





Generic antibiotics are of uneven quality in many low and lower middle
income countries.





High prices contribute to reducing access in low and lower middle income
countries.
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